
Behind every heroic explorer, there is an even more determined heroine!

Join our courageous female explorer on her daring mission as she climbs the Temple’s summit on a 
quest to rescue her missing husband.

The 5th action-packed instalment of the Tumble Series continues the onward journey from Temple 
Tumble, deep in the Himalayan wilderness on the outskirts of Nepal. Upon hearing that her husband 
has transmitted an emergency signal, our adventurer immediately abandons her current expedition 
and circles the globe to mount the audacious rescue!

Players must navigate the 8x8 grid, clearing all tiles that stand in their way! With a variable amount 
of symbols in play, wins must be formed to destroy all the surrounding blocks, or land 3 scatters to 
access the Temple! With the Cluster Pays mechanic, tumble wins are your closest ally. Additional 
help comes in the form of wilds and power-up blocks that contain magical features. When active, 
power-up blocks offer extra wilds, Lightning Wins and Fire Transform features that convert into 
targeted symbols in this highly volatile quest.

Once passage to the Temple is granted, 5 free spins are awarded as aid in the mission’s success - All 
that remains is to gather as much loot as possible while helping this courageous lady save her man! 

With a 20,000x potential and love on the line, you could be the answer to the mission’s success!

ID:  clustertumble
Columns x Rows: 8 x 8
RTP: 96.40% (96.48% for feature buy 100x 
bet, 96.57% for feature buy 200x bet)
Volatility:       out of
Payout Mechanic: Cluster
Max Win Per Cluster: 2,000 x bet

Max Coinciding Win: 19,535 x bet 
Max Win (Simulated): 20,000 x bet
Default Free-Spin Cost: €0.10
Hit Frequency: 20.29%
Average Win Free-Spins: 96.48 x bet
Min Bet: €0.10
Max Bet: €50



MEGA WIN 
 (bet multiplier 30+) 

1 in 286

EPIC WIN  
(bet multiplier 60+) 

1 in 509

BIG WIN  
(bet multiplier 15+) 

1 in 94

WIN PROBABILITIES

FEATURES

Free Spins

The Free Spins feature is triggered by landing 3 Scatter symbols or by 
removing all stone blocks from the board in the Main Game.
Triggering Free Spins awards 5 spins. Clearing the whole board in Free 
Spins awards 3 additional spins and increases the multiplier by 3 (First 
removal grants Multiplier x3, next one gives x6, x9 and so on..). An 
increased multiplier is applied as soon as it is awarded and is persistent 
throughout Free Spins. 
Any Scatter symbol landing during Free Spins awards 1 additional spin.

Win up to 20,000x your bet!

If the sum of all wins achieved in 
one round reaches 20,000x bet 
or higher, the player is awarded 
20,000x bet for the whole round.

Wild

Wild symbol substitutes for all 
symbols on the reels. A wild can have 
up to 5 lifes, which is decreased when 
a wild is used in a win.

Special stone blocks

Some stone blocks contain special features which are activated when 
there is an adjacent win.
Lightning Win: When activated, this special stone block is replaced by 
a target symbol, which is one of the normal symbols. When it is applied 
after the following cascade, all normal symbols of the same kind as the 
target symbol (as well as Wild symbols) create a win, regardless of where 
on the board they are placed.
Wild: The Wild symbol substitutes for all normal symbols
Fire Transform: When activated, this special stone block is replaced by 
a target symbol, which is one of the normal symbols. In the following 
cascade, 1-2 symbol kinds get transformed into the same kind as the 
target symbol.

Buy Bonus

Buying standard “Free Spins” will 
cost 100x the reference bet size, and 
directly starts a Free Spins round with 
5 spins granted.
Buying Volatile “Free Spins” will cost 
200x the reference bet size, and 
directly starts a Free Spins round with 
5 spins where the multiplier increases 
twice as fast as normal Free spins 
(x6, x12, x18 ..).



PAYTABLE
Cluster wins are made up of a minimum of 4 adjacent symbols.
Winning symbols and any adjacent normal symbols or stone blocks 
will be destroyed, and new symbols will fall down to fill the board.
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